
Download and print the pages single sided @ 100% scale. You 
can choose to print the cover page on card if you like, but it’s not 
necessary.

Fold the cover page and mini book pages in half along the centre 
line, so you can see the printing on the outside. Press hard along 
the fold to make a nice sharp crease. 

(Optional) Unfold the mini book pages so that the blank sides are 
facing you, then apply a small strip of glue along the top and 
bottom edges of the blank sides, then fold back in half.

With the mini book pages folded (and glued) together, cut along 
the top and side dashed line. 

Do you know what makes this book special?  
YOU!

So if you don’t like a question - change it!

Want to play noughts and crosses in an empty section? Go for it! 

And most importantly, if you need help with any of these pages 
be sure to ask your grown-up. Try not to cut all the pages at once,  it works best if you trim one page at a time.

In this book “Me” is the little person and “You” is the adult.

The folded edges of all the mini book pages will be outer edge of the books 
pages, so the fold will be on the right side.

For the most robust mini book, use 3 evenly spaced staples, starting from the 
middle of the spine.

A small strip of glue will stop the pages wrinkling 

Unfold and trim the white border off the cover page. Then open 
the green front cover page, so that the blank side is facing you.

Arrange your mini book pages inside the green cover page in the 
correct number order. The “Page One” page should be on top.

Close the green cover page so you can see the front. It should 
look like a book now!

Now you can staple the whole book together, along the spine of 
the cover page. You might need someone to help hold the pages 
in place while you staple.

How to assemble your mini book

Your support is the reason we’re here, so please feel free to invite 
your friends, parents, extended family (or anyone else you think 
would benefit from our resources) to download via our website!

You are welcome to print and use them for your own personal 
use, but do not sell. Do not embed our products onto your (or 

anyone else’s) site. 

Please use the proper channels when sharing on social media. 

If you would like to collaborate or use our products 
professionally please email me: danielle@momentaryco.com

With thanks,

The Momentary Company


